
Maria Montessori supported the work of the United Nations as a forum where peace 

could be created. Montessori formed the Social Party of the Child in Copenhagen, 

1937 and worked tirelessly in support of the Rights of the Child together with 

UNESCO.  

The model UN Program forms a part of the Science of Peace That Maria Montessori 

believed was the real answer to war and conflict

“The science of Peace, were it to become a special discipline, would be the most 

noble of all, for the very life of humanity depends on it.  So, also perhaps, does the 

question of whether our entire civilization evolves or 

disappears.”                                      Dr. Maria Montessori

“Avoiding war is the work of politics, establishing peace is the work of education” is 

one of the basic beliefs of Maria Montessori.  Her vision was the reconstruction of 

society and the establishment of world peace through education.

As we teach peace in our classrooms, we must strive for peace in our lives, in our 

homes, and in our workplace.  Together we are all the models of peace.  We are all 

teaching and nourishing the peace-keepers of the future. Montessori shows us that 

unless we offer those principles to children, how impossible it is to create a peaceful 

society.

We are putting limits to children, we limit their freedoms, their intelligence, their 

curiosity, and in how much they can learn.

What I learned this year is that children go far beyond that point of what we think 

possible.  A child might count millions,  sew a button, or even to become a critical 

literate. .We just give him the freedom to work, so he develop responding to his 

inner laws.

In our world, freedom together with peace and equality became utopian values 

defended by dreamers, artist, and by some politicians. 



However children are not dreamers. They just want the freedom that they need to 

work at their development.” .Freedom and inner disciple mark down their limits and 

help them to orientate themselves.

The children are the father of our culture. So we offer culture to them. They ll sing it 

with a new voice, a new meaning and new colours. The Children are not what we 

think they are?  Neither the message they carry… The future always looks more 

frightening; getting worse. But if we trust children to make creative choices what 

would make us doubt about their capacity to step into the world, being responsible, 

and engaged and with a desire to change it for the better.

Today here; we students made a small step for a better world, a world of peace Just 

like in John Lennon’s song “imagine”, …..Today, we do more than just imagining a 

world of peace, children started working on it.


